A common use of stable isotope analysis in mammalogy is to make inferences about diet from isotope values (typically d 13 C and d 15 N) measured in tissues and food sources of a consumer. Mathematical mixing models are used to estimate the proportional contributions of food sources to the isotopic composition of the tissues of a consumer, which reflect the assimilated diet. This paper reviews basic mixing models and how they work; additional refinements also are described that include addressing uncertainty, larger numbers of sources, combining sources, concentration effects, and Bayesian statistical frameworks. Information is provided on where to access software for the various models. Numerous examples are cited to show application of these models in the mammal research literature.
In the past several decades, stable isotope analysis has become increasingly employed in a number of biological fields of study, including mammalogy (Ben-David and Flaherty 2012) . One of the most common applications of stable isotope analysis is estimating the proportional contributions of sources to a mixture. There are a wide variety of ecological applications for this, including sorting out pollution sources to air or water bodies (Soto-Jimenez et al. 2008) , carbon sources for soil organic matter (Vitorello et al. 1989) , and water sources for plants (Li et al. 2007 ). However, the most frequent use involves reconstruction of animal diets, including those of mammals (Crawford et al. 2008; McKechnie 2004) . In this application, the researcher measures the isotopic composition, such as d 13 C or d 15 N or both (BenDavid and Flaherty 2012), of diet items and tissue samples from the consumer to make inferences about the diet.
Mathematical mixing models are the tools used to convert isotopic data into estimates of source proportions, such as diet composition (Fry 2006) . The objective of this paper is to describe stable isotope mixing models used for studying mammal diets, how they work, and how added features have expanded their scope and utility. Numerous illustrative examples involving mammals are given, but a comprehensive review of mammalian applications is beyond the scope of this paper. Some assumptions of mixing models and caveats about their use due to the complexity of metabolic physiology are briefly mentioned, but the reader is directed elsewhere for fuller discussion of these issues (Martínez del Rio and Carleton 2012) .
BACKGROUND
Mixing models for diet are based on the premise that ''you are what you eat (plus a few permil) '' (DeNiro and Epstein 1976) . Per mil refers to parts per thousand, the units used for expressing stable isotope ratios in d notation, a common form of isotopic measurement (Ben-David and Flaherty 2012) . In other words, the isotopic composition of tissues of a consumer reflects the composition of its diet, weighted by the proportions of the dietary items. A few explanations are in order here. First, the tissues of the consumer will reflect the composition of the assimilated diet, not necessarily the ingested diet. Animals may ingest some items that are completely or partially indigestible, and the indigestible parts pass through the digestive tract without being absorbed. The rest is digested, absorbed, and with some additional losses to respiration and excretion, assimilated into animal tissues whose isotopic composition reflects the composition of this material. Second, physiological processes often occur at different rates for compounds containing light compared to heavy isotopes of carbon ( 12 C compared to 13 C) and nitrogen ( 14 N compared to 15 N) because of the difference in their chemical masses (Fry 2006) . The resulting systematic isotopic difference between diet and consumer tissues has been variously referred to as diet-tissue discrimination (Arneson and MacAvoy 2005) , trophic shift (McCutchan et al. 2003) , trophic enrichment (Hobson and Welch 1992) , trophic discrimination (Newsome et al. 2010) , trophic fractionation (Gorokhova and Hansson 1999) , and other similar terms. Corrections for this systematic bias must be made to the diet and consumer isotope values before the mixing analysis is performed. This may be done either by subtracting the correction factor from the consumer tissue isotope values or adding it to the food source isotope values, although the latter allows the flexibility of using different corrections for different food sources (Ben-David et al. 1997b) . Rather than focusing on the proximate prey for a consumer, some studies aim to define the importance to the consumer of food webs based on different basal resources. For example, Reid et al. (2008) examined the importance of allochthonous detritus, biofilm, macrophytes, and algae basal resources for consumers in streams. For this type of mixing analysis, the correction factors must be multiplied by the number of trophic levels between the basal resources and the consumer, which requires additional knowledge about consumer trophic levels.
In recent years, diet-tissue discrimination factors have been noted to vary among environments, trophic levels, physiological types (e.g., homeothermic or poikilothermic, ammonotelic, or ureotelic or uricotelic), taxa, tissues, sample treatment procedures (McCutchan et al. 2003 ), diet quality (Robbins et al. 2005) , and other factors. Captive feeding studies (Hilderbrand et al. 1996) or situations where the diets of wild populations are well known (Fox-Dobbs et al. 2007; Newsome et al. 2010) can be particularly useful to establish the level of diet-tissue discrimination for the particular species, tissue, diet items, and other factors of interest. Otherwise the researcher must rely on values for similar taxa, tissues, and other factors from the literature (Dalerum and Angerbjörn 2005; McCutchan et al. 2003; Vanderklift and Ponsard 2003) .
Although examination of mammal gut contents gives a snapshot of recently ingested food, stable isotope analysis of tissues gives a temporally integrated picture of assimilated diet. The period of integration depends on the particular tissue sampled and its turnover time. Different mammalian tissue types have isotopic half-lives ranging from around 1 day for plasma or serum to .100 days for tissues such as bone collagen and bat wing membranes (Dalerum and Angerbjörn 2005; Tieszen et al. 1983 ). Rapidly growing animals may have higher isotopic turnover rates due to synthesis of new growing tissue in addition to metabolic replacement (Carleton and Martínez del Rio 2010) . When using isotopic mixing models to assess diet, it is important to keep in mind the period of time over which diet is being integrated, as well as whether it has stayed constant over that period (Newsome et al. 2007; Phillips and Eldridge 2006) .
There are several other assumptions behind mixing models that need to be mentioned. The 1st is that all the food sources are included in the analysis; exclusion of a food source will bias the apparent proportions for the other sources and may even result in no combinations of the included sources being consistent with the isotopic composition of the consumer (Phillips and Gregg 2003) . The other assumption is that assimilated nutrients are completely homogenized in the body of the consumer prior to tissue synthesis (Martínez del Rio and Wolf 2005; Martínez del Rio et al. 2009 ). However, C that is part of amino acids resulting from protein digestion will be incorporated into protein in the consumer and not into other types of macromolecules such as lipids (Schwarcz 1991) . Similarly, C in dietary lipids may be preferentially routed to synthesis of body fat (Stott et al. 1997) . Depending on the dietary and consumer tissues sampled, this could lead to under-or overestimates of some food sources (Schwarcz 1991) . The reader is referred to these references and Martínez del Rio and Carleton (2012) for further details on these physiological issues and caveats.
BASIC MIXING MODELS
Dietary mixing models consist of mathematical equations that explain the observed consumer isotopic composition as a simple mixture of the isotopic composition of its (assimilated) diet based on isotopic mass balance. In the simplest situation, a single isotope value (say d 13 C) has been measured in tissue of the consumer and 2 prey items that constitute its diet. The mixing model for this consists of the following equations:
The 1st equation expresses d 13 C of the consumer (with subscript mix) as a combination of the d 13 C of the 2 prey (subscripts 1 and 2), weighted by their diet fractions (f 1 and f 2 , respectively). The diet fractions are subject to the constraint that they sum to 1 (2nd equation). In mathematical terms, this is a system of 2 equations in 2 unknowns (f 1 and f 2 ) that has a unique solution. One way of solving is to algebraically rearrange the equations as:
The 1st equation can be solved for f 1 because the other values in it are known, and then the 2nd equation can be solved for f 2 . As a hypothetical example, consider a bison that has muscle tissue with a d 13 C value of 221% (d 13 C mix ) and consumes a mixture of C 3 grasses (d 13 C 1 5 225.5%) and C 4 grasses (d 13 C 2 5 215.5%). Applying a diet-tissue discrimination correction of 0.5% gives corrected d
13 C values of 225.5% + 0.5% 5 225% for C 3 and 215.5% + 0.5% 5 215% for C 4 . (In subsequent examples, assume that appropriate diet-tissue discrimination corrections have already been made.) Inserting these values in the mixing model equations results in the solution f 1 5 0.6 and f 2 5 0.4, so the assimilated diet of the bison consists of 60% C 3 grasses and 40% C 4 grasses. This makes intuitive sense because the d 13 C of the tissue of the bison is somewhat closer to that of C 3 grass than C 4 grass. In fact, this mixing model simply amounts to a linear interpolation of d 13 C of the consumer between the d 13 C of the 2 sources. Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of this example. Note that isotope value of the consumer must fall between those of the dietary end-members to be explained as a mixture of them. If it falls outside this mixing space, the mixing model can still find a mathematical solution of diet fractions that sum to 1, but one of them will be negative and the other will be .1, neither of which makes biological sense. Such a situation might indicate the existence of an additional food source that was not considered, the use of inappropriate diettissue discrimination corrections, or possibly uncertainty in the isotope values of the sources or the consumer (see next section). Examples from the mammal literature of this type of mixing model analysis with 1 element and 2 sources include estimating the importance of C 3 and C 4 plants in the diets of African giraffes (Giraffa camelopardalis), zebras (Equus burchellii), impalas (Aepyceros melampus), and baboons (Papio ursinus- Codron et al. 2006) , and plant and insect components of the diets of several bat species (Monophyllus redmani and Phyllonycteris poeyi) in Cuba (Mancina and Herrera 2010) .
In diet reconstruction studies, a 2nd isotope value (usually d 15 N) is often used as well. This allows for a more expansive mixing model with 2 isotope values and 3 food sources:
Again, the 1st equation expresses d 13 C of the consumer (subscript mix) as a combination of the d 13 C of 3 prey (subscripts 1, 2, and 3) weighted by their diet fractions (f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 , respectively), the 2nd equation does the same for d 15 N, and the 3rd equation specifies that the fractions must sum to 1. In mathematical terms, this is a system of 3 equations in 3 unknowns (f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 ) that also has a unique solution. Fig. 2 shows a mixing diagram for this type of model. Again, the consumer must fall within the mixing space defined by the sources (triangle) in order for its isotopic composition to be explained as a mixture of the sources. It is always a good idea to plot data in this way before doing a mixing analysis to verify that this is the case. Recent applications of this model with 2 elements and 3 sources to study mammal diets include examining the use of freshwater vegetation, estuarine vegetation, and seagrass by manatees (Trichechus manatus) in the West Indies (Alves-Stanley et al. 2010) and ringed seals (Pusa hispida), bearded seals (Erignathus barbatus), and remains of bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus) in diets of Alaskan polar bears (Ursus maritimus- Bentzen et al. 2007 ).
Mixing models may be expanded further to include a 3rd isotope value or even more if the data are available for the consumer and its food sources. One possibility is the sulfur isotope value d 34 S, which generally has distinctly different ranges of values for terrestrial vegetation than for marine plankton and seaweeds (Fry 2006) . Consequently, it is sometimes used as an additional discriminating factor in diet studies in coastal areas (Connolly et al. 2004; Granek et al. 2009 ) or in other situations where there are distinctive sulfur signatures for certain food sources, such as whitebark pine nuts, a food source for grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) in Yellowstone National Park (Felicetti et al. 2003) . Addition of a 3rd isotope value allows unique identification of the dietary contributions of 4 food sources, and in general, the use of n isotope values in mixing models will permit estimation of unique diet proportions for n + 1 food sources (Phillips and Gregg 2003) .
DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY
So far this discussion has considered the isotope values of consumer and food sources that go into mixing models as if they were exact values. However, there may be substantial variability among individuals in isotopic composition of consumers and food sources, sampling error (i.e., variability among alternative random samples), as well as a small amount of analytical measurement error (Phillips and Gregg 2001a) . Using somewhat different but plausible isotope values of consumers and food sources within their error bounds may result in somewhat different estimates of diet composition, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
How can uncertainty in mixing model inputs be reflected in the uncertainty of diet proportions that it provides? Gregg (2001a, 2001b) performed error propagation calculations to provide statistical confidence intervals around the estimates of diet proportions, and incorporated these into an Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington) mixing model called IsoError (www.epa.gov/wed/pages/ models.htm; accessed 9 August 2011) for mixing models with 1 element and 2 sources or with 2 elements and 3 sources. They examined the effects of different factors on the uncertainty (SE) of the diet proportion estimates and found that the most important factor is the isotopic difference among sources. The more distinct the sources are from each other, the more precisely the mixing model is able to estimate diet proportions. The next most important factor in the precision of estimates is the variability of isotope values within the consumer and food source populations, followed by the number of samples used to determine these isotope values. Analytical error is typically small, with standard deviations of a fraction of a per mil for d 13 C and d 15 N, and is relatively unimportant, as is the evenness of the diet proportions (e.g., 90% and 10% compared to 50% and 50%). IsoError provides mean estimates of diet proportions and the 95% confidence intervals around them to quantify how precise the estimates are. It can also be useful for study design in determining the sample size required to meet desired precision criteria if the researcher has some idea of the isotopic composition and variability of the consumer and food source populations (Phillips and Gregg 2001a) 
EXCESS SOURCES
We have seen that mixing models using n isotope values can determine the diet proportions for n + 1 different food sources, for example, 3 food sources with the typical d The mixing model in equation 3 could be extended to include 7 sources instead of 3, but this would result in a system of 3 equations in 7 unknowns, which theoretically has an infinite number of solutions. However, mixing models, with their requirement for conservation of isotopic mass balance, can still be used to find multiple combinations of source proportions that are isotopically feasible solutions and at least put bounds on possible diet proportions. Phillips and Gregg (2003) devised a procedure for this purpose and provided Visual Basic (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington) software called IsoSource (www.epa. gov/wed/pages/models.htm; accessed 9 August 2011). The 1st step is to iteratively create each possible combination of diet source proportions (that sum to 100%) by some small increment, such as 1%. Second, the predicted isotope values for the consumer are computed for each of these combinations (weighting the source isotope values by the proportions and summing these products as in equation 3). Third, these predicted consumer isotope values are compared with the observed consumer values. If they are equal, or within some small tolerance (e.g., 0.2%, a typical value for analytical measurement error for d 13 C and d 15 N, or somewhat higher values to include sampling variability as well), this combination of source proportions represents a feasible solution that satisfies isotopic mass balance, and it is stored in a data set. Lastly, the distribution of all such feasible solutions in the data Alternative plausible values within these error ranges for the food sources (circles) and consumer (triangle) were used in a mixing model (note the offset from mean values), which resulted in different diet proportions (compare to Fig. 2 , which used the mean values).
set is described. The minimum and maximum values for each source define the range of its possible dietary contributions. Users are exhorted not to simply report the mean of these source distributions because it is only 1 of many possible solutions and gives the false impression of a unique answer (Phillips and Gregg 2003) .
The mink study mentioned above was 1 example described in Phillips and Gregg (2003) . Ben-David et al. (1997b) collected samples of coastal mink and 7 prey items: fishes, crabs, mussels, rodents, shrimp, ducks, and amphipods and measured d 13 C and d 15 N for each of these. Phillips and Gregg (2003) analyzed this data set with IsoSource (using an increment of 1% and a tolerance of 0.1%) and reported the ranges of possible diet contributions to the mink for each food source (Fig. 4) . Note that in Fig. 4 , the mixing space is shown as the convex hull defined by the food sources as vertices; sources may be on the interior if including them as vertices would result in a concave side, for example, amphipods and shrimp. Fishes represented the largest part of the diet with contributions of 49-63%, followed by crabs with 19-42%, and the other 5 prey were minor contributors. These results show that even though exact estimates of diet composition are not possible due to the excess number of sources and the underdetermined system of mixing model equations, putting upper and lower bounds on diet composition can still be informative. In this case, the 2 major diet items were clearly identified and the other 5 prey made up the balance. Such well-constrained results are not always the case, however, and depend on the geometry of the mixing space defined by the sources and where the consumer falls within it. In this instance, the mink fell close to the edge of the mixing polygon defined by the fish and crab isotopic composition, and thus its diet had to be largely explained by those 2 sources (Fig. 4) . If the mink had fallen more in the center (e.g., d
13 C 5 220% and d 15 N 5 12%), then many different combinations could be possible, such as a diet of roughly 50% ducks and 50% mussels, a diet of 50% fishes and 50% rodents, or a large number of other diets of 2-7 food sources. This would have led to much more diffuse solutions (e.g., 0-50%) for many of the foods and not provided much insight into the diet of the mink. Phillips and Gregg (2003) illustrate a number of such hypothetical situations that lead to relatively informative constrained solutions or uninformative diffuse solutions (their figure 6 ).
This method and the IsoSource software have been widely used in a number of studies reconstructing diets. Usually Urton and Hobson 2005) . In addition, this method has been applied to dietary studies of fossil mammals including various carnivores (Fox-Dobbs et al. 2007 , 2008 Palmqvist et al. 2008a Palmqvist et al. , 2008b , ungulates (Fox-Dobbs et al. 2008; Palmqvist et al. 2008b) , and prehistoric humans (Homo neanderthalensis and Homo sapiens-Arnay-de-la- Rosa et al. 2010 Rosa et al. , 2011 Byers et al. 2011; Drucker and Henry-Gambier 2005; Naito et al. 2010; Newsome et al. 2004) .
Combining sources.-When there is an excess number of sources that precludes unique solutions for diet proportions (i.e., .n + 1 sources when there are n isotope values being employed), there are several options for combining sources to reduce this number, as discussed by Phillips et al. (2005) . Gannes et al. (1998) stated that in reconstructing animal diets, the sources examined must have isotopically distinct signatures. In an a priori approach, one could do statistical tests for equality of means and combine sources before running the mixing model if they are not significantly different (Ben-David et al. 1997a , 1997b Rosing et al. 1998) . Interpretation of the results will be aided if the sources combined have some logical connection (e.g., same taxon or trophic guild) so that the combined source has some biological meaning (Phillips et al. 2005) . Several recent papers used this a priori approach for combining sources in studies of diets for bears (U. americanus and U. arctos- Edwards et al. 2011; Fortin et al. 2007 ). Alternatively, if the sources all have significantly different isotope values, then the mixing analysis can be run on the full suite of sources, using a procedure such as IsoSource, and then combining sources a posteriori. In this procedure, each of the many isotopically feasible solutions is examined, and the diet proportions for chosen sources are summed to get a proportion for that combined source (Phillips et al. 2005) . Then the range of feasible proportions for this combined source can be described, just as for individual sources.
An example of this a posteriori approach discussed in Phillips et al. (2005) comes from a study on diets of an early Holocene group (about 7,000 years ago) and a middle Holocene group (about 4,500 years ago) of humans on the central California coast (Newsome et al. 2004 ). The overall question was whether there was a shift between marine and terrestrial foods over this 2,500-year period. Three types of marine foods (shellfishes, fishes, and pinnipeds), 3 types of terrestrial plants (leafy plants, seeds or grains, and nuts), and terrestrial meat were included as food sources in a mixing model using d
C and d

15
N data. The ranges of possible diet proportions were fairly diffuse and did not lead to firm conclusions. For example, marine fishes could account for 0-68% of the early Holocene diet and 0-44% of the middle Holocene diet. However, food sources were combined a posteriori to define marine, terrestrial plant, and terrestrial meat groups. The distributions of proportions for these groups were much more sharply defined (Fig. 5) . Marine foods decreased from a collective 70-84% of the early Holocene diet to 48-58% of the middle Holocene diet, with concomitant increases in terrestrial foods. The focusing of the dietary results by strategically combining sources aided in interpretation and allowed Newsome et al. (2004) to discuss the significance of these results in terms of climate-driven changes in marine upwelling patterns and terrestrial vegetation over this period, the development of the mortar and pestle, which allowed greater processing of terrestrial plant foods, and a general transition from a mobile to a more sedentary lifestyle. Other mammalian examples of this a posteriori approach to combining sources include studies on bats (E. maculatum- Painter et al. 2009 ), bears (U. maritimus- Cherry et al. 2011) , and various fossil carnivores (Palmqvist et al. 2008a ).
CONCENTRATION EFFECTS
The typical diet study with stable isotopes uses d 13 C and d 15 N isotope values to discern the contributions of various food sources, using a mixing model such as shown in equation 3 above. An implicit assumption of this model is that the proportional dietary contribution of a food source is the same for both elements, as can be seen from the common set of proportions used in equation 3. If the C and N concentrations are similar among all sources, this may be a reasonable assumption. However, 1 source may be particularly poor or rich in N, for example, which would logically result in a proportionate decrease or increase in its N contribution to the consumer compared with its C contribution. Phillips and Koch (2002) devised a concentration-weighted mixing model that assumes that for each element (e.g., C and N), the contribution of a source is proportional to the mass it contributes multiplied by the elemental concentration in that source. The model determines 3 separate sets of dietary proportions for the food sources on a biomass basis, a C basis, and an N basis. If the C and N concentrations are equal in all sources, these 3 sets of proportions are identical and the model mathematically reduces to the standard model that does not consider concentrations (equation 3). Phillips and Koch (2002) constructed an Excel model called IsoConc to perform these calculations (www.epa.gov/wed/pages/models.htm; accessed 9 August 2011).
If C and N concentrations do not vary markedly among food sources, there may be little need to consider the added complexity of this model. However, if there are considerable concentration differences, as might be expected for N between plant and animal foods in the diet of an omnivore, for example, a concentration-dependent model may be called upon to sort out the differential C and N contributions among food sources rather than having them confounded. Phillips and Koch (2002) presented an example from a captive mink feeding trial reported by Ben-David and Schell (2001) . In this (Newsome et al. 2004 ). Distributions shown reflect 11,345 dietary solutions found by the mixing model. Although wide ranges of use are possible for each individual food source, the combined marine food group is tightly constrained and represents 70-84% of the diet. (Reproduced from Phillips et al. [2005] by permission of the publisher, Springer.). study, mink were fed a mixture of salmon, lean beef, and beef fat that had widely varying C and N concentrations ( Table 1) . The standard mixing model (equation 3) was unable to find any solution that did not include negative proportions, whereas IsoConc reproduced closely the actual dietary proportions, not only for biomass, but also for C and N (Table 1) .
For animals eating other animals, prey C and N in proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates are highly digestible . However, although some plant foods such as fruit also may be highly digestible, other plant foods may not be because of the presence of indigestible components such as fiber. This would affect primarily the C available to the consumer because plant N is almost entirely in proteins, which are highly digestible. Consequently, for mixed diets it may be necessary to adjust the C and N concentration data for the concentration-dependent model to reflect what is actually digested and available for assimilation, rather than using the raw ingested concentrations . This is because consumer tissues reflect the isotopic composition of what is assimilated, not what is ingested, as stated earlier.
Example applications of concentration-dependent models to mammals include mink and bear as discussed in Phillips and Koch (2002) and Koch and Phillips (2002) . Cassaing et al. (2007) and Kurle (2008) used concentration-dependent mixing models to study rat (R. rattus) diets, as did Ramírez-Hernández and Herrera M. (2010) 
for mice (Liomys pictus).
A number of studies also have applied these models to assessing human paleodiets Drucker and Bocherens 2004; Newsome et al. 2004; Ogrinc and Budja 2005) .
MORE COMPLEX MIXING MODELS
This discussion has covered basic mixing models for assessing animal diets and several developments over the last decade that have extended their scope and utility, such as adding uncertainty calculations, concentration dependence, and the ability to address a larger number of sources or combining sources, or both. There are a few studies on mammals that have combined several of these aspects (Kurle 2008; Newsome et al. 2004; Painter et al. 2009 ), but for the most part these mixing model developments have addressed 1 issue at a time and combined approaches have required custom programming rather than using the stand-alone software products like IsoError, IsoConc, and IsoSource. Several new statistical mixing models recently have been devised (SIAR [http://cran.r-project.org/web/ packages/siar/index.html; accessed 9 August 2011; Parnell et al. 2010] and MixSIR [http://conserver.iugo-cafe.org/user/brice. semmens/MixSIR; accessed 9 August 2011; Moore and Semmens 2008] ) that have built upon these model developments and allow flexible specification of mixing models of varying complexity in a Bayesian statistical framework. Briefly, users specify any prior knowledge about mixing proportions (although noninformative priors can be specified to denote no such prior knowledge), the stable isotope data for consumers and sources, diet-tissue discrimination correction factors if needed, and, optionally, source elemental concentrations as well. Uncertainties (e.g., SDs) for stable isotope data and correction factors also can be specified. The model randomly generates a large number of possible mixing proportion sets (f q ); the ''posterior'' probability of each of these sets given the observed data (P(f q |data)) is estimated based on the likelihood of the observed data given this set of proportions (L(data|f q )) and the set's probability in the prior distribution (P(f q )) as defined by Bayes' theorem (Moore and Semmens 2008) :
In this way, Bayesian mixing models consider the joint probability distributions of all relevant variables and estimate the probability distribution of mixing proportions. Readers are referred to Moore and Semmens (2008) , Parnell et al. (2010) , and Ward et al. (2010) for further details about these methods.
The advantage of such models is that they can explicitly account for uncertainty from various sources, and also consider other factors if desired (e.g., prior information and concentration dependence). Alternative groupings of sources to simplify the model also can be evaluated (Ward et al. 2011 The Bayesian models are likely to be more widely adopted for diet studies as they become better known.
CONCLUSION
Mixing models can be useful tools for examining assimilated diet in the study of mammals. A number of new features have been developed for mixing models over the last decade that increase their capabilities. Future areas for further development might include further elaborating Bayesian models; adapting for multiple compound-specific stable isotope analyses to get around problems of isotopic routing (Popp et al. 2007; Wolf et al. 2009 ); and incorporating additional nonisotopic information to improve diet estimates Yeakel et al. 2011) . As with all tools, however, it is important to know how to use mixing models and what their assumptions and limitations are. This paper has attempted to serve as an introduction to mixing models and provide background on their judicious use in mammalogy.
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